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SUMMARY

This Record describes a gravity survey made by the BureaU
of Mineral Resources in the Longford area of Upps.l .D.Ad, Victoria
during 1960.

The purpose tif the survey was to obtain mo .:re complete
gravity information over the eastern part of the Baragwanath Fauit
Block as an aid to the elucidation of local geolcgical structures.

The results indicate tha:6 the e..,.;:terr, extremity of the
Block is separated from the main part by a small sunken aroa, and
that the Rooedale Fault, which as a major tectonic feature -rounds
the Block on the north, dips less-- ,steeply east of a north—trending
cross—fault immediately west of the survey area.
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I.^INTRODUCTION

Gravity surveys have beeh uonducted in the Latrobe Valley
of Gippsland, Victoria ; over a number of years in order to investigate
the structure of brown coal measures (Thyer, 1944; Thyer and Williams,
1948; Neumann, 1951 and 1960; Neumann and Loiesdale, in preparation).

More-recent detailed gravity werk has
Bureau of Mineral Resources in the area south of
This investigation was undertaken in response to
Electricity Commission of Victoria (SEC) for the
more-accurately Bouguer anomalies which haa been
less-detailed surveys:

been done by the .
the Rosedale-Sale road..
a request by the State
purpose of delineating
outlined by earlier,

The 1960 work described in this Record covered the eastern
portion of the Baragwanath Fault Block. The area surveyed extended
for three miles south of the Rosedale-Longford road and for four miles
west of the' South Gippsland Highway (see Plate 2).

Sixty-three gravity stations were established about a quarter..
of a mile apart along fire-breaks in pine plantations owned by Australian
Paper Manufacturers Ltd.

The gravity survey was made by gecehysioists A. Douglas and
G.F. Lonsdale. The surveying, levelling, and preparation of base maps
were done by the SEC Brown Coal Investigation Branch, Traralgon.

2.^GEOLOGY

The geology of the area under discussion is shown on Plate 1
with geological boundaries mainly based on the Geological Map of Victoria,
issued by the Victorian Department of Mines in 1955.

This plate shewe that Tertiary rocks crop out over most of
the survey area, with some. more-recent alluvial deposits in the valley
of the Latrobe River to the north. The Tertiary depesits consist
mainly of 'terrestrial' clay, sand, and thick lerown eoal seams.

During and after the end of the depositional period faulting
in the underlying strata produced local comparatively 'sunken' areas
in which the Tertiary deposits ara thicker than on the comparatively
'uplifted' or high-standing areas. Over these fault the Tertiary
deposits may be also faulted or may be warped into monoclinal fleveEs,

The main depositioal area of the Latrobe Valley Tertiary
Basin ie bounded on the west and north by the Yallourn Fault or Monocline
and on the south by the Rosedale Faldt, rhich crosses the survey area
in an easterly direction,^South of the -iosedale Fault, thinner
Tertiary deposits overlie Jurassic arkosic sandstone of the Baragwanath
Fault Block.

The term Baragwanath Felt Block is based on the reslts
of gravity work, whilst the term Baragwanath Anticline (Moms and
Baragwanath, 1949-51) refers to the structure of the coal beds established
by drilling in the area south of Longferd. Geophysical investigaions •
(NeuTann, 1960; Neumann and Lonsdale, in preparation), together with
the results of drilling by the SEC (Gloo )

 1960), indicate that the
structurally high position of the Baragwanath Fault Block is produced
by block faulting of the underlying Jurassic strata rather than by
anticlinal folding of those beds.
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The Tertiary deposits . are economically, important owing to
their thick brown coal seams. Near Yallourn and Morwell these coal
seams occur near the surface, permitting open—cut mining. Towards .

the east, however, the coal seams in the main depositional area of the
Basin are at greater depth. The thinner Terticxy rooks overlying the
Baragwanath Fault Block are important owirg to the possible presence
of thick, good—quality coal seams at shallow depth.

3.^DESCRIPTION OF GRAVCIT RESULTS

The results of the 1960 Longfcrd gravity survey are shown
as Bougaer—anomaly contours in the area south—west of Longford outlined
on Plate 2.

The sharp gradient trending east across the northern half
of the map (Plate 2) area becomes less steep approaching the western
margin of the 1960 survey area, where the -5 and —10—mgal contours
show a definite sh.j.ft to the south. The —15 and —20—mgal contours
do not show this movement.

East of this displacement the —10—mgal contour resumes
its easterly trend through the 1960 survey area for about five miles
before turning sharply to the seuth—west throl:Lgh Craigs Swamp.
However, the —5—mgal contour, after resuming the eastorly trend for
about one mile just south of the south—western corner of the 1960
survey area, turns southward towards Craigs Swamp and then continues
in a south—westerly direction.

The —10—mgal contour line encloses a small, east—elongated
'high' with closure in the -6 and —5—mgal contours about two miles west
of Coolun Goolun No 1 bore. This 'high' is separated from the main
gravity 'high' region by a saddle of about 3—mga] amplitude.

South of this 'high', and outside the survey area the
gravity anomaly values beoome increasingly neative towards the south-
east with a. aTad.ient of abeut 3 mgal/mile.

4.^IATIRPRET/T11 OF GRAVITY RESULTS

Earlier gravity results in the Latrobe Valley of Gippeland
suggests that, in this area, the Bouguer anomalies may be directly
interpreted as representing structural deformities on the basis of
Tertiary sediments of a density of about 1.9 g/cm 3 overlying a basement
of density about 2.5 g/atm) the basement in this case being Jurassic
sediments. The structural deformities may be assumed to be coincident
with the topographical relief of the basement.
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The gravity 'high' noted west of Coolun Goolun^1 bore
can thus be interpreted as being produced by an east-elongated, high-
standing block at the eastern extremity of the Baragwanath Fault Block 2

the more westerly portion of which has been described by Neumann (1960).
Over this high-standing block the Tertiary sediments may be expected to
show local doming, due to the effects of compaction.

This most easterly part of the Baragwanath Fault Block
appears to be separated from the main part of the Block by a depressed
area indicated by the' gravity saddle mentioned in the previous section .

of this Record.

The Rosedale Fault, as established by drilling south of
Longford, roughly follows the -15-mgal contour line within the steep
gravity-gradient zone trending east across the survey area.

The displacement in the -5 and -10-mgal contour:3 near the
western part of the survey area is interpreted as being produced by a
north-trending fault running approximately from Gravity Station 58-161
to mid-way between Gravity Stations 58-150 and 58-138. This inferred
fault apparently has tilted the surface of the eastern eectremity of the
Baragwanath Fault Block down towards the south in comparison with the
part of the Block farther west, decreasing the slope of the Rosedale
Fault as indicated by the reduced gravity gradient in the survey area
over the Fault.

5. CONCLUSIONS

The results obtained 'rem the interpretation of the gravity
data indicate the position of the Rosedale Faulc in the Longford area,
and suggest that it is dipping less-steeply to the east of an inferred
north-trending cross-fault immediately west of the survey area.

south of the Rosedale Fault the eastern extremity of the
Baragwanath Fault Block has been indicatedew be separated from the
main part of the Block by a small sunken area, This eastern part of
the Block is east-elongated and.has apparently been comparatj.vely
tilted-down to the south along the north-trending cross-fault referred
to above.

Doming of a local extent ie likely in the Tertiary beds
occurring over this part of the Block. This could be of importance
in the search by the SEC for thick^,r al seam near the
surface.^
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